Yamen Al-Haj
Mobile Jordan :
+962 7 96632266
Mobile KSA :
+966 558331400
E-Mail:
yamenalhaj@gmail.com
Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for taking the time to review my resume.
I have had the opportunities to work with top professional people during the first few years
in my career path. I am seeking a career that will allow me to continue working in such
environment in many different ways. I am aiming to enrich my knowledge and approach
advanced levels in my field of experience.
I hope you will find that I am qualified for a position you are trying to fill.
If I can provide you with any further information on my background and qualifications,
please let me know. I look forward to hearing from you.
I can be reached at +966 558331400 or via email at yamenalhaj@gmail.com .
Again, I appreciate you taking the time to review my resume.

Sincerely,
Yamen Al-Haj

Yamen Hanie Abdul Hadi Al-Haj
PERSONAL INFORMATION
Birth date :

(9th Mar 1985)

Birth place :

Jordan, Aqaba

Gender :

Male

Martial Statue :

Single

Nationality :

Jordanian

Website:

http://www.yamenalhaj.com

Mobile : +962 79 6632266
Mobile : +966 55 8331400
E-mail : yamenalhaj@gmail.com

ACADEMIC DEGREE
2005- Jan 2009
B.Sc in Computing Information Systems (University Of Jordan ) ( Good )
2002-2003
High School Certification from (Rosary Sisters School - Aqaba) ( 79.6 )

TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE
- Adobe Flash CS4 Designing and Development ( ActionScript 2.0 / 3.0 , XML and RSS feed )
( Dynamic flashes and Widgets )( Adobe AIR ) (Flash Lite - Mobile Standalone Applications).
- User Interface Development ( Dreamweaver CS4 ,Valid XHTML, CSS2.0, Javascript , jQuery )
- Web Development ( ASP.NET with VB , PHP/Drupal , PHP/Wordpress)
- Image Processing And Video Editing ( Adobe Photoshop ,Adobe Illustrator ,Pinnacle ,
ULead Packges , MATLAB)
- Google Analytics , Google Ad Manager , OpenX , Doubleclick

CERTIFICATIONS:
- Intermediate Drupal Configuration And Development
- Lead Without Title ( Robin Sharma ) : High Performance Leadership In Turbulent Times

WORK EXPERIENCE
Oct 2010 - Present
LIVEmena - Jeddah
-Senior Web Developer

Feb 2009 - Oct 2010
Jeeran
- Senior Web Developer for Advertising
Projects

Previous Projects :
- Hardeez : Burger Takeover Banner
- Samsung : Ramadan Prayer Time Widget
- Jeeran Mascot : a desktop App that displays a character with updated news according to the
client , the mascot can show a different character according to the country , it tracks the user’s
behaviour
- Jeeran video player enhancement : Adding pre-roll videos for advertising and more tracking
techniques
- Mars : Weather widget integrated with Yahoo weather APIs
- Mars : Fully flash website where the user can customize his own gift and upload it into our
servers
- Etisalat : UAE event widget for Etisalat .
- Sony Bravia : count down for the worldcup 2010 matches .

Graduation Project :
JU Board :It is a web-based application that was developed to help the instructor
and the student achieving their part in the education process.
Every instructor have to deal with students marks, making exams and our project focuses
on providing a tool to support such tasks.
The project will develop a grading system that will help instructors processing the student’s
marks, examination system to create exams and some other services such as the instructor
can send e-mail to his students and he can also post items on the web site.

LANGUAGES
Arabic - Native Language
English - V.good (Speaking, Reading and Writing)

OBJECTIVES
Interested in working in a company which offers an opportunity for professional
growth and development, team work environment and employee appreciation
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